bubble gum geometry - magic waits where

Chandelier with Bending Needles

things are unclear - look here - triangles
allign - like messages in brale - no more
horse shoes - more like a man with an axe
- pinocio sequence - volcanoe jesus - dont
underestimate the unknown - maps of the
lost concious - found in shapes that find
themselves - act from here now - close
your eyes to see the future - accidental
king - take the riegns - change the game
- vandalize the rules - draw the line right
over - fibanaci - fib a natchos and vangilos
- i know the way - buffalo mist - no more
mask - barrels of strings and jugs of time bubble gum wine - when magic becomes
natural - dont forget - sails and stones
- pinocio - dont speak - swim - before
time began - maps dont work here - heart
shaped compass - true north - all clapping
- axes - but none wanted to be king - im still
chasing - it will all be ok
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Can You See it Coming

Born in Teaneck, NJ, Jesse Reno is a self-taught
mixed media painter, living and working in Portland,
OR. Reno began drawing when he was five years old.
Undergoing no formal training, he has been exhibiting
since 2001. In the last twelve years that Reno has been
supporting himself solely through his work, he has
created over 4000 paintings.
His prices have risen 1000% and he has sold 90%
of everything he has created. Reno prides himself on
having never pre-planned or conceptualized a painting
in his entire career. He has had his work shown in over
100 galleries and taught his techniques and ideas
extensively in the U.S., Canada, Australia, and Mexico.
In 2014, Jesse Reno moved to a public studio which
is open everyday for the public to stop in and see over
300 paintings and works that are still in progress.
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Cutting Sunshine Under a Magnifying Glass

